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This briefing is strictly for your information. It is a summary of some current public policy issues, including pending 

legislation, that involve moral and biblical principles. While suggested action may be included from time to time, no 

specific position by EFCC is implied. If you do not wish to receive further briefings of this nature, please unsubscribe as 

shown at the bottom of this document. 
 

In California 
They’re Baaaack! – Yes, indeed. California’s legislators are back from summer recess and now in the final month of the 

2021-2022 session. All bills must pass their second house by the end of August to survive and be sent to Gov. Newsom. 

He will have the month of September to sign or veto bills. If he takes no action, they will become law after 30 days. Listed 

below are a few measures that will be heard on the floor of their second house very soon.  

Find the current status of these bills and others in several different topic areas, at 

 judeochristiancaucus.com/bills-and-resolutions (Referral for informational purposes only, does not imply an endorsement 

by EFCC of the opinions or contents of the site.) 
 

SB 107 creates a sanctuary for children from other states seeking gender reassignment, as well as the parents who bring 

them here. It also authorizes “a court to take temporary jurisdiction because a child has been unable to obtain gender-

affirming health care.” Pacific Justice Institute (PJI) warns, “SB 107 may be the most brazen assault on fundamental 

parental rights in the history of this state.” Read more here and here. The bill could be heard by the full Assembly at any 

time. If passed, it must return to the Senate for a final concurrence vote due to amendments made in the Assembly when 

the measure was gutted and its original language replaced with the current text. Consider contacting your assembly 

member and state senator with your views. Find them here.  

SB 866 allows minors age 15 and up to receive vaccines without parental knowledge or consent. The author raised the age 

limit from 12 to 15 after an intense backlash from parents, but the bill still adds to the list of medical treatments that 

minors can receive without parental involvement (including birth control, abortion and mental health). Consider 

contacting your assembly member with your views.  
 

AB 2223 supersedes existing law with regard to abortion and, as currently written, would allow babies born alive in a 

botched abortion to be left to die. It holds harmless a woman for self-aborting, as well as anyone who assists her.  Read 

more here and read the Right to Life League opposition letter here. Consider contacting your state senator with your 

views on AB 2223. 

UPDATED 8/12: AB 2547 was held in Appropriations and is now dead. AB 2547 requires law enforcement 

departments to review applicants, as well as officers who have received complaints, for evidence of explicit or implicit 

“biased conduct.” This can include material gleaned from online and social media accounts. PJI asserts, “One can hardly 

imagine a more unconstitutional manner for punishing law enforcement officers and applicants based on their expression 

of viewpoints, their ‘potential’ or ‘possible indication’ of bias, and their associations with expressive groups.” Read more.  

In Congress 
Marriage Gets No Respect in D.C. – On July 18, Rep. Jerry Nadler (R-NY) introduced H.R. 8404, which he titled the 

“Respect for Marriage Act.” The bill enshrines the 2015 Obergefell decision, which deemed state bans on same-sex 

marriage unconstitutional and required states to recognize same-sex unions performed in other states, into federal law. 

H.R. 8404 also gives the Department of Justice the ability to bring a civil action against violators. The House quickly 

passed the bill 267-157 just one day later. Local Reps. Darrell Issa, Mike Levin and Scott Peters voted in favor (Issa was 

among 47 Republicans in support).  

More than 80 leaders of pro-family faith-based organizations delivered a letter to Sen. Minority Leader Mitch 

McConnell denouncing the Act and asking him to “urge [his] colleagues to thoroughly abandon this harmful and 

unnecessary legislation.” They assert that “the proposed Act goes far beyond merely codifying same-sex marriage in 

federal law. It is a startling expansion of what marriage means—and who may be sued if they disagree—that threatens the 

freedom of numerous ‘decent and honorable’ Americans of different faiths, creeds, and walks of life who wish to live 

consistent with their deeply-held beliefs.” One example of the bill’s potential ramifications: “The Internal Revenue 

Service could rely on this congressional declaration requiring full recognition of same-sex marriage to strip 501(c)(3) 

organizations of their tax-exempt status if they continue to adhere to their belief that marriage is only between one man 

and one woman.”  

A recent Breakpoint commentary states, “Obergefell took marriage from a sexually diverse institution to a same-sex 

institution. At the time, the T (for “transgender”) was largely absent from the orientation and identity acronym. Now, the 
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T runs the show, and the very idea of a gender binary is seen as oppressive, outdated, and harmful. It is the LGBTQ 

community that is referred to throughout this bill, which means that if this bill passes, marriage will become a 

genderless institution by force of law. This will harm children and further confuse reality.”  H.R. 8404 now moves to the 

Senate. Consider contacting California Sens. Dianne Feinstein and Alex Padilla with your views.  
 

Congress Joins the Abortion Debate – Many states are attempting to enact laws either protecting life or expanding 

abortion following the June Dobbs decision. These are not the only battlegrounds in the fight for life, however. Four bills 

are now moving through Congress: 

The “Women’s Health Protection Act” (H.R. 8296) seeks to expand abortion on demand with no limitations at the 

federal level, superseding any other state or federal law. Carol Tobias, president of National Right to Life stated, “This 

legislation would [make] sweeping changes, including expanding taxpayer funding of abortion, and eliminating 

requirements that a woman be given information about the development of her unborn child so she can make an informed 

decision.” 
The “Ensuring Access to Abortion Act” (H.R. 8297) prohibits anyone from interfering with a woman’s ability to cross 

state lines to receive an abortion not available in her state. It also protects anyone assisting her in her travel or at the 

destination. Both bills passed the House on July 15 and are now in the Senate, where they face some difficulty, given 

there have been two blocked attempts to pass a bill similar to H.R. 8296 with Sen. Joe Manchin opposing the measure. 

Read more here. Consider contacting California Sens. Dianne Feinstein and Alex Padilla with your views. 

Recently introduced, S. 4469 mistakenly claims that pro-life centers and clinics present themselves as comprehensive 

reproductive health care providers and attempts to use the Federal Trade Commission to penalize them for 

“disinformation.” The “Stop Anti-Abortion Disinformation Act” requires the FTC to promulgate rules to prohibit a person 

from advertising with the use of misleading statements related to the provision of abortion services.” Penalties can be as 

high as the greater of $100,000 or 50 percent of annual revenues. The bill is currently in the Commerce Committee. 

Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) and Rep. Nancy Mace (R-SC) have introduced S. 4541 and H.R. 8384, respectively. The 

“Standing with Moms Act” would establish a portal on the Department of Health and Human Services website to “provide 

a comprehensive list of Federal, State, local governmental, and private resources available to pregnant women.” Utilizing 

a series of questions, the site would direct users to the information they are seeking, including pregnancy counseling, 

gestational information, alternatives to abortion, financial assistance, material support and more.  

In the News 
Pro-life Clinics Targets of Social Media Attacks – Not content to merely support the many pending pro-abortion laws, 

advocates for abortion rights continue to harass pro-life clinics with malicious reviews on social media. In fact, the new 

“Safer Initiative” calls on its allies to create spam using programming codes in attacks that have occurred locally. Pray – 

Father, we ask You to protect the good work of those who have dedicated their lives to helping moms-to-be and saving 

tiny lives. Thwart the schemes of the enemy and turn hearts with evil intent to the knowledge of Your truth. In Jesus’ 

name. Amen! 
 

It’s Back-to-School Time ... Do You Know What Your Kids Will Be Learning? – Parents, as you check off the items 

your children need for school, check out the polices of your school district with regard to sex education and gender issues, 

too. Local school districts have required public school teachers to attend training sessions on LGBTQ+ topics for several 

years, but district polices on implementation differ. Now, writer and Manhattan Institute fellow Christopher Rufo has 

found that San Diego Unified School District (SDUSD) is “the latest school district to adopt the principles of academic 

queer theory and translate them into K-12 pedagogy.” Rufo has obtained the facilitator training documents consisting of 

247 slides (scroll down to view them in the article here). Upon review, he asserts that the district’s goal is to “dismantle 

‘heteronormativity’ and break the ‘gender binary.’ Following the principles of queer theory, San Diego Unified has 

created a program of gender identity instruction with the explicit goal of undermining the traditional conception of sex 

and promoting a new set of boutique sexual identities…” 

Parents, please pay attention to any notifications you receive from your school, as you must proactively opt your child 

out of sexual education classes that may also include LGBTQ-focused “safer sex” materials. Lessons in the SDUSD 

curriculum include the concept of consent and includes California’s minor consent laws (slide 59) that allow minors 12 

and older to receive birth control, pregnancy, abortion, STI and mental health services without parental notification. 

Because schools are increasingly adopting policies to keep parents in the dark about gender struggles students may be 

having, ask how this sensitive topic is handled at your school. Find our back-to-school resource here.  
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Penny Harrington (penny.harrington@cox.net ; 760.224.4744  www.efcc.org/biblical-citizenship  
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